Spreadsheets in doc.t.o (using 12.x r48406) are displayed with large blank bottom section and rows out of sync with row numbers.

See example here:
https://doc.tiki.org/tiki-view_sheets.php?sheetId=1
When you click at edit sheet, rows are in sync with row numbers, but the extra empty space at the bottom is still shown.

See also [http://dev.tiki.org/item4923](http://dev.tiki.org/item4923) it is closed since its a duplication of this report
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Pascal St-Jean 16 Nov 13 00:04 GMT-0000
Just had a chat with Robert Plummer, the developer of Tiki Sheet. He mentioned that this is a problem that has been solved in Version 3.0 of his jQuery Sheet.

Tiki will be upgrading to version 3 of JQuery Sheet in version 13.

thanks

Xavier de Pedro 20 Nov 13 11:25 GMT-0000

mmm, your addition of
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